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GirlsGotSTEAM: Color By Coding  
 

 

Program:  Color By Coding 

Age Range:   7-10 

Created by:  Riya Patel 

Edited by:  Radhika Subramanian 

Description
: 

Step 1: Print out needed materials; Step 2: Give students 3 sheets and read 
out the top box of the key; Step 3: Then explain to them that they need to 
translate the code into letters, using the chart; Step 4: Once they find the 
letters, they should spell out a color, which will then be next to a number 
that is on the coloring page; Step 5: They will color the page according to the 
colors they spell out 

 
NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: This lesson plan is an OUTLINE - use it as you will to execute your 
workshop. Feel free to add and remove material as needed. Attached is a PowerPoint for your 
student to complete.  
 
The PowerPoint will include pictures, additional information, and instructions. It SHOULD NOT 
be the primary resource to run the workshop. Please refer to the lesson plans for detailed 
instruction. If you have any questions, comments, or concerns about any information in this 
workshop, please email girlsgotsteamorl@gmail.com  
 

Time  Objective   Component  

Block 1: 
Introduction 

Students should be 
introduced to the basic 
concepts of ASCII codes. 

Activity 1: Introduction (PowerPoint) 
Activity 2: Group Discussion on PP 

Block 2: 
Color 

Students should use the 
sheets given to them to 
complete the activity 
(through the means of 
coloring). 

Activity 1: Complete the Assignment 

Block 3: 
Reflect  

Students should end by 
reflecting on the concept of 
ASCII codes. 

Activity 1: Discussion  
 

 
Materials for Color By Coding 
NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: The materials listed below are required to complete this activity. The 
worksheets can be found in this lesson plan, and you can choose to provide whatever type of 
artistic material you want for the students to color. 

3 Worksheets (Coloring page, Key, ASCII chart) • Colored Pencils or Crayons 
   
Block 1: Introduction 
• Activity 1: Introduction 
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○ To begin, it is important that your students (and you!) understand what ASCII actually 
is. Refer to the PowerPoint during this section.  

○ Have you ever heard of the ASCII code? ASCII is the most common format for text 
files for computers and the internet. It stands for American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange and uses numbers to represent letters and special characters. 
The binary version uses only zeros and ones in an 8 digit pattern. 
 

• Activity 2: Group Discussion on PP 

○ Before we begin building, we need to learn how to decode the binary code into letters.  

● Make sure that the students have a clear understanding on the ASCII code 

● Make sure you pass out all 3 papers, and have students pull out the ASCII chart 

❏ Explain to students how this chart works and how binary code can be 
translated into letters 

 
At the end of this block, the students should have an understanding of what the ASCII code 
is, how it is translated, and how it is used. 

 
 
Block 2: Color 
• Activity 1: Complete the Assignment 

○ Have the students take the “key” page and translate the binary code into letters using 
the ASCII chart. 

○ Have the students take out the coloring page and color the numbers based on the 
color the binary code spelled out. 

 

Block 3: Reflect  
• This should be the last block in the day. At this point, instructors should start a discussion 
to hear the student’s thoughts and opinions. Furthermore, instructors should once again 
emphasize the purpose of ASCII.  

• Activity 1: Discussion 

○ The class should discuss the process they used to decode the binary codes and how 
they went about finding which color goes where. What was hard about decoding? 
What was easy to decode?  

○ NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: Discussion should be fun, interactive, and detailed. Please 
ensure that students understand the objective of this workshop.  

 

We hope your students will enjoy exploring ASCII Codes through coloring pages! Thank you so 
much for using GirlsGotSTEAM’s resources for your workshop - our team would be beyond 
happy to provide you with more free and enjoyable lesson plans in the future! For any 
questions, comments or concerns, please email girlsgotsteamorl@gmail.com or DM us 
@girlsgotsteam on Instagram! 
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